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The middle longitudinal fasciculus (MdLF) is a small and somewhat controversial white
matter tract of the human cerebrum, confined to the posterior superior temporal region
from which it courses posteriorly to connect at the occipital–parietal interface. The tract
appears to be involved in language processing as well as auditory organization and local-
ization, while sub-serving other higher level cognitive functions that have yet to be fully
elucidated. Little is known about the specific, interparcellation connections that integrate
to form the MdLF. Utilizing diffusion spectrummagnetic resonance imaging tractography
coupled with the human cortex parcellation data presented earlier in this supplement, we
aim to describe the macro-connectome of the MdLF in relation to the linked parcellations
presentwithin the human cortex. The purpose of this study is to present this information in
an indexed, illustrated, and tractographically aided series of figures and tables for anatomic
and clinical reference.

KEYWORDS: Anatomy, Cerebrum, Connectivity, DTI, Functional connectivity, Human, Parcellations
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T he middle longitudinal fasciculus (MdLF)
is a small white matter tract located
in the posterior aspect of the temporal

lobe, coursing posterosuperiorly to the parietal–
occipital region. The MdLF is classically one of
the most poorly understood tracts within the
human cerebrum,1 and as such poses a challenge
to the neurosurgeon cutting in close proximity to
this white matter pathway.
Although diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)

tractography studies have described the contro-
versial structural anatomy of the MdLF,2,3
little is known about its various cortical termi-
nations. Recently, the Human Connectome
Project published parcellation data redefining the
human cortex.4 This provides a unique oppor-
tunity to elucidate the macro-connectome of the
human cerebrum, in that high-resolution DTI
tractography has been shown to accurately illus-

ABBREVIATIONS: DSI, diffusion spectrum imaging;
DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; MdLF, middle longi-
tudinal fasciculus; MR, magnetic resonance; ROI,
region of interest; SLF/AF, superior longitudinal
fasciculus/arcuate fasciculus

trate the anatomy and structure of different white
matter tracts in the human brain.2,5,6
In this anatomic study, we utilized high-

resolution diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI)
tractography in conjunction with the Glasser
parcellation scheme to illustrate the macro-
connectivity between various associated
functionally and anatomically connected areas
of the cerebrum within the confines of the
MdLF. The purpose of this study is to present
the structural connectivity of the MdLF in an
indexed, illustrated, and tractographically aided
series of figures and tables for anatomic and
clinical reference.

METHODS

Identification of Relevant Cortical Regions
The parcellation data entries within the first

nine chapters of this supplement were reviewed
to determine the specific cortical regions with
structural connectivity in the distribution of the
MdLF. These data were tabulated, and connections
between individual parcellations within the MdLF
were recorded. These results served as the basis for
constructing a simplified tractography map of the
MdLF and performing deterministic tractography.
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CONNER ET AL

FIGURE 1. Simplified tract map showing the structural connections that
integrate within the MdLF. Connections between cortical areas are color-coded
based on the parcellation of origin (eg yellow arrows indicate structural connec-
tions from origin A5 to areas V7, V6a, V6, V4, and V3). Note that arrows
are not meant to imply the direction of information transmit.

Deterministic Tractography
Publicly available imaging data from the Human Connectome

Project was obtained for this study from the HCP database
(http://humanconnectome.org, release Q3). Diffusion imaging with
corresponding T1-weighted images from 10 healthy, unrelated controls
were analyzed (subjects IDs: 100307, 103414, 105115, 110411,
111312, 113619, 115320, 117112, 118730, 118932). A multishell
diffusion scheme was used, and the b-values were 990, 1985, and
1980 s/mm2. Each b-value was sampled in 90 directions. The in-plane
resolution was 1.25 mm. The diffusion data were reconstructed using
generalized q-sampling imaging with a diffusion sampling length ratio
of 1.25.7

We performed brain registration to Montreal neurologic institute
space, wherein imaging is warped to fit a standardized brain model
comparison between subjects. Tractography was performed inDSI studio
using a region of interest approach to initiate fiber tracking from a user-
defined seed region. A two region of interest (ROI) approach was used
to isolate tracts. Voxels within each ROI were automatically traced with
a maximum angular threshold of 45◦. When a voxel was approached
with no tract direction or a direction change of greater than 45◦, the
tract was halted. Tractography was stopped after reaching a maximum
length of 800 mm. In some instances, exclusion ROIs were placed to
exclude obvious spurious tracts that were not involved in the white matter
pathway of interest. Tractographic results are shown only for regions of
interest within the left cerebral hemisphere.

TABLE Regions IntegratingWithin theMdLF

Original parcellation Terminations

A4 IP0
IP1
IPS1
LIPd
LIPv
MIP
V3
V4
V6
V6a

A5 V3
V4
V6
V6a
V7

MBelt 7PL
IPS1
MIP
V3
V6
V6a
VIP

PBelt IP1
IPS1
LIPv
MIP

PI V6
POI1 POI2
V1 STSda

STSva
V2 A4

STSda
STSva
TE1a
TGd

V3 STSda
STSva

V3a STGa
STSva
MBelt

V3b A1
V3cd A1
V4 STSda

STSva
A1

V7 A4
STSda
STSdp
STSva
TGd
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CONNECTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE MdLF

FIGURE 2. MdLF connections from superior temporal lobe parcellations A and B, Mbelt, C and D, PBelt, E and F, A4
in the left cerebral hemisphere. Connections are shown on T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images in the sagittal and
axial planes. All three cortical areas demonstrate structural connections to different parietal lobe parcellations, including IP0,
IP1, MIP, VIP, IPS1, and 7PL. The MdLF is readily seen in this figure coursing from the superior temporal lobe posteriorly
and superiorly to terminate in the parietal lobe.
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FIGURE 3. MdLF connections from area STSda to visual processing regions V1, V2, V3, V4, and V7. Connections are shown on T1-weighted MR
images in the A and C, sagittal and B and D, axial planes. The MdLF is readily seen coursing from the superior temporal lobe posteriorly and superiorly
to terminate in parts of the occipital lobe.

CONNECTIVITY OVERVIEW

Presented in Figure 1, we demonstrate the functionally
relevant and anatomically connected cerebral parcellation data
that integrates within the confines of the MdLF. In Table,
these connected areas are summarized for reference. In addition,
Figures 2 to 4 illustrate key connectivity examples of the MdLF,
chosen for the strength and breadth of linked parcellation data.

It should be noted that the figures and tables presented in
this study do not imply directionality, instead supposed infor-
mation transit is utilized as a simplified means for connec-
tivity description. In general, the MdLF connects parcellations
of the superior temporal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus
to visual cortical regions in the cuneus and lingual gyrus as
well as regions in the superior parietal lobe and intraparietal
sulcus.
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CONNECTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE MdLF

FIGURE 4. MdLF connections from area STSva to early processing regions V1, V2, V3, V3a, V4, and V7. Connections
are shown on T1-weighted MR images in the A, B, and E, sagittal and C, D, and F, axial planes. The MdLF is readily
seen coursing from the superior temporal lobe posteriorly and superiorly to terminate in parts of the occipital lobe.
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DISCUSSION

The MdLF is absent in historical neuroanatomic studies,8-12
as well as in contemporary atlases of white matter connec-
tivity.13 Although it was first described as a specific tract in the
primate brain in the mid-1980s,14 some recent DTI tractog-
raphy studies failed to define the MdLF as a specific white
matter bundle,15-18 even with region of interest labeling within
association pathways of the temporal lobe,19 as well as during
blunt fiber dissection.19 however more recent work has demon-
strated the MdLF, other groups have illustrated the MdLF
within the human cerebrum.20-24 One proposed explanation
for the contradictory description of the MdLF’s existence lies
within an apparent histological misidentification of the MdLF
as the temporal stem portion of the superior longitudinal fasci-
culus/arcuate fasciculus (SLF/AF) complex.20-24
More recent studies utilizing diffusion tractography suggest

that theMdLF courses anteriorly (medial to the SLF/AF complex)
from its origin in the angular gyrus to its termination in the
anterior superior temporal gyrus or temporal pole.2,20-26 There
is disagreement regarding where the MdLF actually arises, with
some proposing that this white matter tract originates more poste-
riorly within the superior parietal lobule, at the parieto–occipital
interface, or within the occipital lobe itself.27,28 Still others
have reported some evidence based on high-angular resolution
diffusion imaging (HARDI) that the MdLF is composed of two
distinct fiber bundles, one originating near the angular gyrus
and the other originating within the superior parietal lobule.25
Overall, it is felt that the MdLF is one of the most poorly under-
stood tracts within the human cerebrum.1

Inconsistent evidence suggests that theMdLFmay play a role in
language function.21,29 For example, there are some studies impli-
cating the MdLF in sound-to-meaning conversion,22,23 which
is consistent with the notion that the MdLF is anchored by
the ventral stream.30 Some studies have disputed this finding,
though.31,32 Additional studies in human language function
implicate this white matter pathway in both phonological and
semantic language processing. However, the evidence regarding
these functionalities in relation to the MdLF is limited.20,33-35
Finally, this tract may be involved in the repetition-phonological
network responsible for carrying information regarding the
learning and acquisition of new words.36

At least one study has illustrated a lack of major struc-
tural connectivity between the MdLF and the angular gyrus,
further complicating our understanding of the MdLF’s role in
language processing.27 This is further reinforced by direct subcor-
tical electrical stimulation during awake brain mapping wherein
stimulation of the MdLF elicited no observed paraphasias.31
Moreover, operative resection of the anterior portion of the
MdLF did not appear to affect picture naming, purportedly elimi-
nating support for the role of this tract in semantic language
processing.31 However, it is possible that these resections did not
involve the posterior stem of the tract, thus sparing the language
network.31 Consequently, the MdLF currently is theorized to

be a small white matter tract that does not have an essential
role in language function. Instead, it is felt that MdLF likely
contributes to language network redundancy and compensatory
mechanisms.37

Beyond the language domain of human cognition, there is
some support for the role of the MdLF in auditory localization
processing.27 It has also been theorized that theMdLF plays a role
in other higher level cognitive functions,38 such as spatial organi-
zation, memory, and motivation.39 However, the precise role of
the MdLF in these functional networks remains poorly defined
and needs to be further characterized.40

CONCLUSION

The MdLF is a somewhat controversial white matter tract
connecting multiple regions of the human cerebrum, and appears
at least to be localized to the posterior temporal–occipital–
parietal junction. The MdLF is likely important in language
and auditory processing, auditory organization, and possibly
visuospatial function and memory. Further, subtract-guided
functional and anatomic studies are needed to enhance our under-
standing of the functional connectivity of this white matter
bundle and characterize its role in the human connectome.
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